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This study is based on the challenges related to the low quality ofe.lucation in Indoneia,
One oJthe reasons for these challenges is the low ability ofteachers to conduct plofesional
tasks. Future demands for teachers' professionalization till be higher, consideing the
rapid development ol sociery, sciqtce and technolog/, arul current global comlntititeness.
In aspiing for improved quality education in the future, effons are needed to optimize
teachers' ptofessional development, prticularly for pimary school teachers, through
continuous and comprehensiye education and training with broadet access. Basing on this,
the present SnWr anallzes a mcdel and mateiql ofeducqtion and training prcgrqms which
is believed to improye teacherst comFretence on q bft)ader scope and ewures quality
training outcomes. The research method study used was research and development. lt has
been used depending on the objectives to be achiewd, vhich included developing a tmining
mo<lel aimed at improing the mastery ol cognitive abilities in the pedagogical comptence
of elementqry school teachers. The preliminary study indicates that the implernentation of
the eisting teacher education dnd trqining program is sulrtcient. Eoaeyer, .further
improvements are needed to reqch a broader scope. Teqchers' perceptions conceming their
mqslery ufconpelencies require.l to perJorm their professiotwl lasks indicated weal esses
regarding seveml aspects of the pdagogic and profesional competencies. This exists
beuuse the o;feducation qnd training teachers undergone vhich tsies: )Et, some teachen
still have not had the opponunity to attain sufrcient educqtion and training. Identifuing
lhe needs o/ pnmary school leachers tmining and educqtion progrdm highlights the
importqnce of dewloprng a training and education mdel vhich optimizes odular
mateial-based i ndependent leaming.

Kelnords:
Techno I ogt for teaching
Pimqry education
Mdular rutteriql
Teachers

The Indonesian Law No. 14 of 2005 [1] on Teachers and
l-ectwers requires teachers to have suitable academic
qualifications, academic competence, teaching certificate
physical and mentat health, and capability to realize the objectives
of the national education system. The mmpetencies a teacher
must have, atiording to the law, include pedagogic competence,
personal competenc€, social competencg and professional
c{rmpetence
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B&durg,,{0154, Phone (022)2013l63,Email: aseFry@yaboo.com or
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Possession of those four competencies is expected to
facilitate a condition that allows teachers to perform excellently
during work, serve their functions, and play their roles as

ac,couutable and p.ofessional educators. To ensue that teacher's

servrc€s, tasks, and responsibilities as professional educators are
implemented under the existing law. A Teacher's PerfomEnce
Assessment System (or PK Guru) was developed and applied to
every teachq in every formal education unit (schools) by the
cenhal government, regional govemment, or society. The result
of Teacher's Performance Assessment (PK Guru) beoomes the
basis for determining the amount of credit obtained by the teacher
for teacher's career development, as set in the Decree of the
Minister of Adminisfative aod Bueaucratic Reform No. 16 of

https://dx.doi.org/10.25046/q050000
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20O9 [2] conceming Teachers' Funclional Positions and Their
Credit Values.

Then, the result ofPK Guru is utilized to dwelop a profile
ofteacher's p€rformance as an input for the obligatory Sustainable
Profession Development (PKB) program held for teachers in
every academic year. This program intends to ensure that teachers

are always able to satisfo the standard of competence and improve
their compelencies to anticipate future demands. This will make
all teachers gain the appropriate image, respect, honor, and
welfare because their competencies will promote the
improvement and devetopment of high-quality education servic€s.

The Sustainable Profession Development program is obligatory
for teachers from the III/a level of position, in which they have to
undergo self-development; teacher in the [IUb level are required
to publish academic and or innovative works. To move from IV/c
level to the IV/d ranlq teachers must do an academic presentalion.

The Decree of the Minister of Administrative and
Bureaucratic Reform No 16 of 2009 [2] mentions three elements
of teache/s activities in Sustainable Profession Development
(PKB) that earn them qedit value, ie., self{evelopment,
scicntific or academic publication, and innovative work. Self-
development is essentially an effort to improve teachers' skills and

capabilities tlrough, among others, functional training and
education that may develop teachers' competencies and or
profession. With such self-developmenl, teachers will be able to
perform their main and additional tasks and responsibilities
Functional training and education are some of the in-job training,
implemented so that teachers can achieve the required
competencie apgopriate for their type and level of functional
position (Govemment Regulation No 101 of 200O conceming In-
Job Training and Education for Civil Servants)[3]. The Minister
of Education Regulation No 35 of 2010 [4] defines irnctional
training and education as teachers' activ ities prticipatiog in
education or taining aimed to improve the teachers' profession in
question over a specified period. As a consequence ofthis policy,
all future t€chers who have to develop their professional careers

must have physical widence of participating in Functional
Education and Training.

The data from the Direclorate of Educators (PMPTK) in the
Ministry of Education shows that the Ministry is responsible for
2,607,31I educators from all levels of education in Indonesia.

Wittr this large number of tschers, it is impossibte to provide
Functional Training and Education for all of them in lie cunent
conventional way. Ar altemative, more progressive form of
raining, with broader acress while maintaining a high level of
quality, is needed so tlEt all t€achers can participate in functional
training without leaving their places of work and their primary
responsibi lities at schools.

One ofthe altematives to colduct such u'aining and education
for the development of teachers' competencies is by utilizing the
coocept of independent leaming using modular material.
Therefore, the study and development of a modular material-
based independent training model are needed to promote

sustainable professional teacher development functional training.

The professional career improvement of future teachers is

highly dependent on the result of teachers' performance

assessments (PK Guru), which require sustainable professional

development (PKB) through in-job ftmctional training. Several
problems that often hinder the implementation of teachers' in-job
functional training are, among others: (a) the materials provided
in training are not the ones the teachers need; (b) the trainers often
do not have more qualified knowledge and are not more
exp€rienced than the t ainees; (c) the training is commonly held
in the effective working hours when teachers are supposed to
teach; (d) teacher generally view training as merely a

requirement to haye an efficiency report; and (e) the training
organizers are usually too project-oriented, which means that they
often focus only on the delivery of the training, not the quality
Another problem conceming teacher training is that the training
is usually delivered in lecture form, which tends to provide a

comprehensive unde$tanding of the compaencies necded by the
teachers. These problems lead to the low quality of teachers'
performances and, in tur[ affect the result of students' leaming.

Many aspects of the main comp€tencies are understood
incomprehensively by the teachers. Besides, teachers do not have

enough opportunity to develop their understanding while
performing theirjobs. The training that teachers have participated

in intend to be short and not optimal, as well as focus directly on
practical skills only, leving the other aspects untouched.

Identiling these problems warrant a sciantific and empirical
study to deal with the obsracles in teachers' compaencies
development through various alternatives embedded in the
reachem' training model. In general, this study aims to answer the
main problems of "what kind of model and training material is

effective in developing teachers' competencies in a wider scope,
with quality, and without requiring teachers to leave their primary
jobs?" The questions to be studied to answer the main research
problem include: (l) How are the implementation of the existing
teacher training, the type of faining, and the teachers' mastery of
competencies? (2) What raining model and material design can be
developed to improve the ability of teachers' competencies? (3)
How is the effectiveness of the implementation of a teacher
raining model using a modular material-based leaming approachl

2. Literaturc Review

To be a teacher is to be a professional, meaning that the duties
and responsibilities tierein cannot be carried out effectively
without appropriate training. A profession is a job or aaivity
carried out by a person as a source of income that requlres
expertise and skills that meet specific quality standards or norms
and require professional education and training. In-Law Number
I 4 of 2005 [ 1 

'l 
on Teachen and Lecturers, it is stated that a teacher

is a professional educator whose primary task is to educate, teach,
guide, direct, trairl and evaluate students through formal
education in the levels of early childhood education, primary
education, and middle education. Ilowever, according to Supriadi

[5], the teacha's position is still a growing / emergrng profession
and has not yet reached the level of being a profession in the real
sense.

Professional teachers must have various abilities.
Sukmadinata [6] groups these abilities into three general

https://dx. doi .org,/ I 0.2 5046/4 0J 00U)http://www.astesj. com
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dimensions: professional, social, and personal. Supriadi [5]
assesses that capability is too ideal, so it is not easy to achieve and
be evaluated by measurable criteria. Various training is needed to
improve the ability of teachers. The real challenges facing the
world of teacher training in the present and future according to
Hasan (2001) are mainly related to improving the quality of
teachers in terms of ( I ) mastery of subject matter being taught, (2)
teaching ability, (3) vision and attitude towards the profession, (4)
abiliry to develop a profession, (5) ability to communicate , .ith
educators, experts, and the communiry, (6) community
appreciation of the teaching profession, and (7) high
competitiveness and professionalism. According to Evans and
Bruecl-ner [7], to become a qualified and professional teacher is
saongly in{luenced by (a) professional preparatioq (b) continuing
educatior! (c) professional involvemenq and (d) commitment.

Teacher training is being carried out by various parties, both
govemment and private; it is considered as an effort to develop a
systematic attitude, knowledge, skills, and behavior pattems
needed by someone to have the ability to perform the task
appropdately. It is also affirmed by Bramley [8] that "Training is
a systematic development of the attitudq knowledge, skills and
behavior pattern required by an individual to perform a given task
orjob adequately. "

Several approaches in training Fograms that apply self-
instuction have received considerable attention in adult education

[0]. These approaches include programmed instruction,
individualized insfuctiorl personalized system of teaching,
leamer-controlled instruction, corespondence study, and self-
study.

The self-instruction approach in teacher training is related to
the application of instructional technology concepts. According to
Miarso [11], this instructional technology uses an isomorphic
approach, which combines two complex concepts, technology,
and instntction, in an integrated concept. Botl academics and
practitioners have now developed the science of leaming
technology in developed countries, especially the United States.

The emergence of a book called "Instructional Technology: The
Definition and Domains of the Field" is one proof of the
development of scientific learning technology. Instructional
technology "is defined as" the theory and practice of design,
development, utilization, management, and evaluation of
processes and resources for learning [12]." The application of
leaming technology io teacher training, according to Mukminan
u3], comprises four primary characteristics: applyiog a systems
approach, using learning resources as broadly as possible, and

http;//www. astesj. com

improving the quality of human leaming, and orientation towards
individual learning activities.

Programmed learning is a form of cuniculum implementation
in view of technological education. I-app [14] notes that there are
several advantages of this progammed leaming: (a) providing
positive immediate feedback and reinforcement for students
(immediate positive feedback &nd support for the student), (b)
releasing the teacher from "drill" tlpe teaching, and (c) individual
student progressions. The type of programmed leaming developed
by Crowder is better than that established by Skinner, however, it
would be even more perfect if modified with other methods, in this
case, with the tutorial leaming me*hod. Kemp and Dayton [5]put
it that the "tutorial method attempts to emulate a human tutor.
Instructions are provided via text or gaphics on a sffeen. At
appropriate points, a ques1iol1 or problem is posed Ifthe student's
response is corect, the computer moves on to the next block of
instructions. Iftle respronse is incorrecq the computer may recycle
to the previous instruction or move to one of several sets of
remedial instructions depending upon the nature ofthe enor. "

3. Methodologi

'Ihe research method in this study uses research and
developrnent methods. It is following the objectives to be achieved
that include developing a training model aimed at improving tre
mastery of cognitive abilities in the pedagogical competence of
elementary school teachers. Research and Development (R&D) is
essentially a process used to develop and validate learning
products oi prototypes of research-based leaming tools [16]. The
outcome in this research is a faining development model that uses

an independent learning approach to improve cognitive abilities in
elementary school teach€rs. Research and development activities
in this study are opoationally canied out through three stages: the
preliminary investigation, the development of a taining model,
and the validation test of the model. The detaited research and
development procedures are described in Figure l.

The study subjects were managers of tie institutionvagencies
that were givor the task of organizing training of elementary
school teachers in West Java Province and several elementary
school teachers in cities across West Java province. Data collection
techniques and instruments for gathering information on research
points are adjusted to the three stages ofthe research activities. At
the field study stage, the questioruBire was used as &e data
collection technique; in the limited trial srage, questionnaires and
interview guidelines were used for the broader trial phase in
addition to using questionnaires, and interview guidelines were
used as comprehension test instruments. Finalty, at the model
validation test, the comprehension test instrument was used.

Data analysis t€chniques used were adapted to the stages of
research and development carried out, the pre-survey, testing the
application of the model, and testing the validation ofthe training
model.

4. Results/Findings

4.1. Preliminary Study Resalts

The pre-survey results from the prelimioary study were taken
into consideration in developing the draft model of elementary
school teacher training to address the problem in the focus of this

httpsi//dx.doi.orgl1 0.2 5046/aj 05 00iX)

ln training teachers, adult educ&tion methods (andragogy)
must be applied. According to Abdulhak [9], the scope of the
lechnique in adult leaming involves. giring encouragement"
rwealing the groMh of leaming interest, delivering leaming
materials, creating a conducive learning climate, stimulating
creativity, encouraging self-assessment, and identification and
tackling weaknesses in learning outcomes. Considedog that
tainee teachers are adults, a methodological study of how to
conduct adult training is more effective in opimizing intended
outcomes.
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study. The field pre-survey uas conducted through interyiews with
the leadership of teach€r training institutions. Information
gathering was by questionnaire to elernentary school teach€rs in

the study sample in several districtVcities in West Java. Table 1

below sums up the results of the suwey i56t7n teacher training
institutions conc€ming the organization of teacher training.

PRELI}II}{ARY
STUDIES

Analysis of the theory and Elevant research r6ulls

Presurvey Research

MODIL
DEVELOPMENT

Floating lnitial
Design Model

Wider trials
(pretest and postbgt)

Model Revision

Model Revision
Hypohetical

Model

ExperirEnbl
Group

Control
Group

MODEL
TEST YALIDATION

FINAL
MODEL

Pretest

TREATMENT

Posttest

Conclusbn

@
@
@

The following description is a synthesis of data obtained fiom
the results of a survey of teachers as the basis for developing a
modular model ofteaching materials in elementary school teacher
training. The study results on mastery of subject maser and
pedagogical competencies can be seen in tables 2 and 3.

In table 2., almost all teachers stated that they had mastered
teaching materials in the five primary subjects that were their
responsibili5,. Only a small percentage of teachen still said they
did not leam the teaching materials. There are no teachers who
claim to be very ignorad of teaching matoial. However, there are
only a few teachers who claim to be proficient in Gaching material.
With this desoiption. according to perceptioq teachers, in general,
have mastered the matedal in five elementary subjerts.

If observed in tabte 3., it turns out that in general, teachers say
that they have mastered the pedagogical competencies needed in
elementary schools. A small proportion of teachers said that they
had learned them. There are some interesting notes from the data

http: //www. astesj. com

abovg u{rcre for tbe mastery of teachers relating to how to
commrmicate with students, it seems that as many as 70lo of
teachers have reached the level of proficiency to master it.

However, in three cases it was revealed that there were still
teachers who did not lesm the necessary educational / teacher
knowledgg namely relatirg to (1) how to develop curriculum, (2)
how to utilize information and communication technology, and (3 )
how to carry out thernatic leaming.

In table 2., alrnost all teachers stated that they had mastered
teaching materials in the five primary subjects that were their
responsibility. Only a small percentage of teachers still said they
did not leam the teaching materials. Th€re are no teach€rs who
claim to be very ignorant ofteaching material. However, th€f,e are
only a few teachers who claim to be proficient in teaching mat€rial.
With this description, according to perc€ption, teachers, in general,
have rxastered the material in five elementary subjects.

https: //dx. doi.org/ I 0.25046/q,05 0t)00

Limited trial

Figtre 1. Res€arch and Development Prcce".lure
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Table I : Results of a survey on the implemenlation ofelener{aw school teacher training

Teacher training aspects
Conclusion of survey results

1 Teacha training needs

assessment

The needs assessment results are rarely utilized in determining and
sending prospective trainees following the training institution's
requirements.

2. Teacher training programs and

materials
Teacher training programs and materials are developed at the level
of the training institution based on field needs analysis results. The
focus of the lraining program is on the development of subjects
taught in primary schools.

3 Leaming methods in teacher
training

The training mahod applies the adult learning approach
(andragogy) by optimizing the use of lecture and question and
answer methods, simulation methods, problem-solving, practical
activities, and field visits or practice.

4. T€acher training iostructor
qual ifications and
competenci€s

Teacher training instructor qualifications are determined based on
competency or mastery of subjects, experienc€, and educational
background following the items. The appointnent of iostructors is
determined by the directorate and or the teacher trainiog institution.

5. Recruitment of teacher training
participants

Teacher training participants' recruitment is determined based on
(a) direcl appointrnent from the ordering party (d ectorate) and (b)
based on training need assessment, although sometimes the local
government with ils autho ty determines itself without clear
caite a.

6. Assessm€nt of the impact of
teacher training

?. Teacher training quality
assunnc€ progBm

Impact assessments are carried out by monitoring the progress of
the participants, both in the form ofvisits, correspondence,

of schools

Teacher training institutions do not explicitly develop quality
assumnc€ prognms. It is usually done based on a review of various
activities that are programmed.

lable 2: Levels of Te&lEr Mastery of Subject Malerials

Subject

Teacher Mastery Level

STM TM CM M SM
f % f o./o f o./o f o/o f o/o

PPKN

Religious Education

0 0 0

18 57

,11

l3

58.57 0

;
0

4.29I 1 .43 13 40 57.14 18 57

Indonesian 0 0 3 4.29 31 44.29 36 51.43 0 0

Mathematics 0 0 2 2.86 39 55.71 0 0

Science 0 0 42 60 40 0 0

Social Studies

Art and Crafts

0 0 6 8.57 40

12

57 .14 24

I8

34.29 0

0

0

00 0 10 14.29 60 25.'t 1

Physical Education 5 7.t4 21 30 3't 1 l0 0 0

Local content 5 7.14 5 7.14 40 5',7.14 20 28.57 0 0

Nok: Sru (*ry iot nostercd), TM (tbr nanenng), CM (quite natbnnd, M (n lsbnng), SM (vety narterir8)

Table 3: MrsEry Conpetorpy lael ofEl€merfary Sctrool l eacher Competence

https://dx.doi.org/l 0.25046/qi050000http: //wavw. astesj. com
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Teacher's
Pedagogical

Compet€ncies

Teacho Mastery Level
STM TM CM M SM
f % f % f % f 96 f o/o

Educational
foundation

Preparation of
teaching plans

0 't IO 40 57.14 23 32.86 0

0

0

2 286 32 45.'71 36 51.43 0

How to manage
classes

0 0 I t43 30 42.86 l9 5 5.71 0 0

Using mediaAeaming
resources

0 0 4 5.'71 32 45 71 34 48.5'l 0 0

Manage Teaching and
I-eaming I nteractions

0 0 3 4.29 38 54.29 29 41.43 0 0

Assess Leaming
achievements

Courseling functions
and services

0 0 3 24 34.29 13 61 .43

42 86

0 0

0 0 6 8.57 34 48 57 30

School administration 0 0 7 l0 34 48.57 29 41.43 0 0

Class Research 0 0 10 14.29 29 41 .43 31 44.29 0 0
Note: STM (sti rbt nastered), TM (not nastered), CM (quite m.^tercd), M (nasteftd). SM Aighlyrnastered)

If observed in table 3., it turns out that in general, teachers
say that they have mastered the pedagogical competencies needed
in elementary schools. A small proponion of teachers said that
they had learned them. There are some interesting notes from the
data abovq where for the mastery of teachers relating to how to
communicate wift students, it seems that as many as 70clo of
teacheB have reached the level of proficiency to master it.
However, in three cases it was revealed that there were still
teachers who did not leam the nec€ssary educational / teacher
knowledgg namely relating to (l) howto develop curriculum, (2)
how to utilize information and communication technology, and (3)
how to carry out thematic leaming.

Based on the results of capturing information from teachers,
information/data obtained about the frequency of training
acrivities that have been attended by elementary school teachers
are closely related to the main task area as a teacher. There is a
tendency in the past five years. The frequency of teachers
attcnding training is generally only 1-3 times, and only a small
proportion of teachers participated in more than four training
aclivities. There are still many teachers who have not attended
training in the past fiveyezrs (17.52o/o of 304 respondents). Based
on the data obtained about the teacher's assessment of the faining
activities that he had participated in, there were still many teachers
who stated that the training was unclear, for example relating to
training on process evaluation techniques and the results of
instruction used.

As for the expectations of teachers in the implementation of
teacher raining in the futurg including:

l.The existence of Eaining material packages that have the
characteristics of l) using language adapted to the features of
the participants, 2) optimizing the use of supporting media, 3)
equip@ with pictures and illustratio$ that are approp.iate
and interesting, 4) containing statements that are packaged in
the form of disclosure of teacher problems, 5) tlle facts that

are raised are actual, and 6) some questions are directed to
solve the problem.

2. Training places, in the opinion of some teachers, should not
need an excepional location, so teachers do not need to come
to the training venue and do not need to leave tlreir primary
tasks. The method oftraining is to use material packages thst
can be done alone. Thus, in such training activities, there j ust
a few instructors/trainers, but with expertise in dreir fields.

3. According to some teachers, aaining time could be at any
time as long as tie form of raining uses material packages

and individualized instruction approaches.

5. Model Generated

Based on the pre-survey results, ir was found that there were
some loopholes the leaming system implemented in elementary
school teacher training acliviti€s at the time. Thus, a teacher
trainrng model tlat rs more individualized and requires tralning
participants to leam actively with the following characteristics is

essential : ( I ) flexible in the sense of not needing a particular place,

(2) opportunity and time are not so binding on fie teacher, (3)
leaming adapted to the ability of learner and teacher, (4) koad-
reaching and able to overcome geographical obstacles, (5)
relatively cheaper taining coss (on a large scale), (6) teachers do
not need to come to the training site and do not need to leave their
main task at school, (7) able to overmme the limitations or
availability of qualified instructors, (8) standardization of teacher
quality; and (9) affe{t the independence, responsibility, discipline,
tenacity, initiative, and creativity of teachers in carrying out fteir
duties. The teacher taining model's characteristics can be

accommodated in training models that use programmable

modular training materials.

The model design that resulted from this study was in the form
of

https://dx.doi.org/I 0.25M6/q,0500tX)http: //www.astesj. com
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independent programmatic leaming developed in elementary
school teacher tsaining, including planning desigrl implementation
design, and assessment desigrL as illusuated in Figure l.

Teacher Traiuiog
Ass6sll€ot

Figure I Tcactrr Trafuing f>velopment Model D€sigD

5. l. Training Planning Design

such a way by reading instructions and presenting information,
responding to qu€stions, and seeing feedback on the altemative
answers t}ey choose. With this feedback, trainees without delay
csn determine whaher the response given is mnect or not. so

mistakes can be coneded immediately. At the eod ofthe activity,
the trainees work on the tests prepared about the training
objeclives.
The amount of time spent by each participant in carrying out the
training proc€ss may vary considerably. In this case, the traine€s

complete the leaming at their own pace. Some participants can

quickly complae, while slow participants can still finish even

though not too fast. Adjustments are made in tine with the
principles of mastery leaming.

The design of the programmed self-leaming implementation
develo@ as a modification of the model developed by Norman
A. Crowder in l 2 called the Crowd€/s Intrinsic Program in the
branching frame format. The characteristics of this type include:
(a) broader and more informatio4 O) questions that are
accompanied by several possible answers that can be chosen, and
(c) checks that are accompaaied by an o<planation tlat explains
why the answer/response tsue or false. Modifications to the
leaming model intended in this study emphasize improving lhe
components or step6 offie learning. The leaming step applies the
tutorial leaming procedure developed ! Allesi and Trollip I l
with the following eight stages: l) Introduction, 2) Presentation of
information, 3) Question of responses, 4) Judging responses, 5)
hoviding feedback about rea.lions, 6) Remediationq ?)
Sequencing lesson segments, and 8) Closing. The procedure of
implernerting the self-learning program dtat must be taken by fte
trainees in this study follows the leaming steps, as illustrated in
Figure 3.

Figure l: Esign of TeactEr TraininS Implemenlatbil
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Figur€ 2: TeadEr TrairiDg Plsming Desig!

5.2. Tmining Implementoti@ Deign

The design of the implanentation of leaming developed in
teacher training uses a self-instruclional apprech in which
individual trainees carry out l€arning aclivities following
prescribed instructions and procedures. The trainees actively
interact with the training materials that have been packaged in
http: //www.astesJ. com
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Teacher Tniniq
Plamiog

The planning activity functiom as a blueprint, providing an
overview of what !o do in teacher training activities. This model
is an application of the conc€pt of instructional technology in
which the leaming planning stage applies an approach that
emphasizes systemic connededness between various leaming
components. In this case, a systemic relationship means that all
components in plaming are integrated following their functions,
related to one another, and form a unity. The training planning
component consists of the objectives or comfEtencies to be
achiwed learning material, leaming aaivities, and leaming
assessment. The training planning stage is illustrated in Figue 2.

5.3. Teachet Training AsJessment Design

Headings, or heads, are organizational devices that guide the
reader tkough your paper. Th€f,e are two types: component heads

and text heads.

The assessment design used is guided by the leaming planning
developed in which the trainees must achieve some

objectives/competancies. The charac'teristics of this model
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emphasize the ability and speed of leaming of each trainee.
Therefore, the assessment design used is more individualized and
dir€cted primarily to measu€ the cognitive abilities of trainees.
The assessment takes the pretest and post-test procedures. The
pretest determines the e*ent of taining participants' abilities
before studying the training material while the final test
determines the participants' abitities after investigating the
training material. If the pretest demonstrates the taine€s' mastery
of the content presented, th€n there are several possibilities. For
traine€s who have mastered the entire leaming material, there is
no need to study the material. For trainees who have mastered

some or part of the leaming matedal, these participants do not
need to leam it from the beginning. In this case, because the
abilities of each participant differ. it is nec€ssary to determine
carefully, which participants must start from the beginning, which
participants can begin in the middlg and so on.

The pretest (TA) and the pot-test (TF) in this model can be

canied out with two variations. The first variation is when the two
types of tests are carried out in each piece of taining material
(SM). In the second variatioq the pretest is done before the trainee
learns the presentation of the learning material. The post-test is

done after the trainee completes the entire performance of the
learning material. The type and form of assessment used are
appropriate in measuring competence in cognitive asp€cts. Thus,
the type of evaluation used is with an objective test and or
structured description The design ofteacher faining assessments
can be seen in Figure 4.

Variation I

r-- I
Table 3: Results of posl-test calculation ofcontrol ard erp€rimental validation tests

POSTTEST
CONTROL

N Mean std.
Deviation

Std. Error 950/o

Confidence Interval for
Mean

Min Max,

8.50

Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound

0.65877 0. 10979 7 0540 7.4998 627

POSTTEST
EXPRIMENT

8.194.1 0.66845 0.1I l4l '7.9683 8.4206 7.00 9.00

Total 72 7.'1357 0.80474 o 09444 '1.5466 '7 9248 6.27

Sum of Squares df Mean Square I sig.
Between Groups I 5.153 I I 5. 153 34.406 0.000
Within Groups 30.828 70 0.440

Total 45.981

Variation 2

E
Figu€ 4: Teactrcr Inming A$€s$nent D€srgtr

5-1. The Efectiwness ofthe Teacher trqining Model

This teacher training model's effectiveness has been proven by
a significant effecl on improving cognitive abilities in
pedagogical competence compared to conventional training
models that are generally used today. To find out the descnption
of the validity of the Fetest and post-tesi featment between the
control group (tninees feated through the presentation with
conventional procedures) aad the experimental goup (the tainees
are given a teatment of serving with programmed modular
teaching materials), the null hypothesis (Ho) proposed "there is

no significant difference in ability baween the contol group post-
test outcome variable and the experimental group post-t€st

outcome va able." In contrast, the alternative hypothesis (Hi)
proposed is that "there is a significant ability difference between
the confol group post-test result variable and the post-test result
variable of the experimental group. 'rAc{eptance of the null
hypothesis (Ho) is done if the results of the calculation of
significance are greater than 0.05 (> 0.05), and Acceptance of
alternative hypotheses (Hi) is done if the results ofthe calculation
of significance are less than 0.05 (<0.05). The calculation of the
significance of the results ofthis post-test can be seen in table 3.

TA SM-2 SM+

http://www.astesj. com
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SM.1

36 7.2769

36

9.00

71
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The significance calculation results are equal to 0.000, and F
test results are 34.406. With the results of these calculations, the
null hypothesis (Ho) is rejecred. The altemative h)?othesis (Hi)
is accepted, meaning there is a significant difference between the
control group's post-test outcome and the experimental goup's
posttest outcome variable. In this case, it can be concluded that
the trainees who were given the treatment using the taining
development model using a modular programmatic model have
higher abilities compared to the ability of trainees treated with
ordinary procedures (conventional models).

The test results obtained insrucions that the dweloped
training material package oan me€t the requirements as an
independent learning matedal thal allows self-instruction. In
reality, the use of training development models that are self-
instruction is still a new thing that is considered relatively diffrcult
to implement. Thus, an adaptation process needs sufficient time
to provide awareness to the teacher tsaining providers tlat training,
which is more focused on acquiring cognitive abilities, does not
always have to be done through face.to-face meetings with
trsining instructors with a tight schedule and venue for training.

6. Dfucussion

Several assumptions underlying the choice of the teacher

training model in this study include the following:

As a whole individual, the teacher inherently possesses self-
learning capabitity by optimally utilizing his/her potentials. With
sufficient time and opportunity, every teacher has the same chance

to understaod and master the knowledge and skills needed to
perform his professional tasks.

Teachers are adults, therefore, the training model or approach
should be relevant and based on adult leaming theories and
principles (andragogy learning). The implementation of an

independent training model is essentially an implementation of
adult learning theories and principles.

The self-instruaional approach utilized in professional
training is a better approach to develop human resources. It
allows the trainees to self-instruct according to their own time and

capabilities.

l-eaming with modular materials is a learning method or
technology based on a system approach. It is primarily
characterized by the progressive development of ideas to achieve
the desired behavior. This approach's other characteristics include
continuous evaluation, verification, and revision, varied and
flexible delivery of easy-toJearn nraterials, and logistically easy
to administer. Modular elements are equipped with various task
and leaming models, as well as continuous feedback. Slow
leamers will not lose their opportunity or be left behind, even if
the materials get more complex and sophisticated.

6. I . Contibunon of dte Smdy n Teacher 'l'raining

In general, this study aims to analyze and develop a model for
training primary school teachers using modular material-based
leaming. With new policies concerning the assessment of
teachers' performance (PK Gwu) and the sustainable profession

development (PKB) and considering the vast number of teachers

http: //wwvi. astesj . com

in Indonesia; makes it is impossible to satis& teachers' needs for
functional training using the existing conventional method. The
development ofa new model ofteacher training isjustihed.

This study's signihcance and urgency on pdmary school
teachers training using modular material-based learning are as

follows:

The training model is based on the individual teacher's
polential and skills. Thus, it will theoretically provide benefits for
the development of future primary school teachers' training
models.

This study's findings are exp€cted to provide new principles
for primary school teachers' faining, based on the application of
instructional technology conceps. These principles are expected
to strengthen the benefit of self-instuctional concepts in teacher
training, which will help develop primary school teachers'

competencies through maximizing independent leaming withour
face.to-face leaming.

This study's findings can be used to develop a model for initial
teacher Eaining in ths finure, mainly to develop the training
system and materials. What is more, this training model will help
improve teachers' mastery of their competencies because its
leaming is adjusted to individual learning characteristics and
pace. They can leam the materials in training based on their
capabilities, opportunities, and time.

For teachrs living and working in remote areas, this model
will free them from the geographical limitarions to participate in
compet€ncies development training. Those teachers do not need

to come to the tiaining venue and do not have to leave their jobs

at the schools.

For the primary school teacher training administrators, both
at the regional and national level, this training model will go a
long way in addressing various issues hindering the efforts of
improving teachers' competencies and qualifications.

The dissemination and dissemination of new information or
knowledge to develop teachers' competenci€s and improve
teachers' professionalism and quality can be conducted on a

broader scope. This model can reach more teachers, which will
accelerate the development and equalization of primary school
teachers' quality.

6.2. Output

The challenges and obstacles in future education, particularly
at the pimary school lwel, are expect€d to be mor€ complicat€d
than today. Therefore, it is essential to prepare teachers who are
competent snd able to understand their professional function and
responsibilities to realize a high-qualrty education process. The
targets to b€ achieved in this study are:

The profile of current primary school teachers training
implementation, the types oftraining the primary school teachers,
have participated in, and the level of teachers' competeocies
mastery.

The training model to improve primary school teachers'

competency mastery consisted of the model of leaming design,

https://dx. doi.org,/l 0.2 5046/qi05 0000
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the rndel of leaming implementation, and the leaming
asses$mt mod€l
Modulr materials developed and used in the training model the
dual-mo& sy*ern.

Datr and information conceming the effectivenes of the
implementation of primary school teachers training model using
the modular material-based approach, both in the asp€cts of
comprehension and application.

The administration or implementation of primary school
t€adrcrs' tnining focuses on the following aspecs: Need
ass€ssment to compile data concerning various elements needed
in teachers' training, supported by the result of teachers'
competencies mapping as a measure of primary school teachers'
competencies after tle training.

The training program and materials are based on various
aspecls. The development of school subjects needs to focus on
integrating those subjects with other essential skills. The leaming
method developed in primary school teachers' taining should be
supported by a more robust approach, focusing on adult leaming
principles.

Primary school teachers training in an uncoordinated training
institution needs more proper managemen! including the
recruitment and assignment of qualified instructors. The
qualification of training instructors varies based on their
competenc€/mastery of materials, experience, and educational
background.

Trarning activrtres that can facilitate the rmprovement of
competenci€s for numerous teachers require a significant amount
of money. Teachers raining with an independent leaming
approach can be a solution to widen access for teachers to
participate in competency development training while reducing
the costs.

Cognitive competencies of primary school teachers, including
the mastery ofthe five primary subjects and educational/teaching
discourses, are not comprehensively mastered by primary school
teachers. This situation indicates the importance of a training
system that develops teachers' motivation to learn tlose
competencies according to their potentials. Decentralized
training hinders teachers' mastery of comperencies because they
limil teachem' frequency and opportunity to participate and their
time to master the mmpetercies they need.

7. Conclusion

The implernentation of primary school teachers' training has
generally reflected the ideal condition of the effors to improve
t€achers' competency. Further development to equalize the
tmining opportunity for teachers is still needed. The obstacles to
equalize the faining and development opportunity include tlre
discrepancy between the available training facililies and
frequency of training with the number of primary school teachers

\,!fiose competencies need to be improved.
The development of teacher training models should

represent the interrelated nature of design, implementation, and

assessment aspects as a \a'hole systern to improve teachersr
cognitivg pedagogic, and professional competencies mastery.

This training design utilizes a systemic approach that focuses on

http://www. astesj. com

the interrelationship among the competencies to master, the
training materials, the leaming activities, and the learning
evaluation. The designed training requires the trainees to perform
the events based on defined procedures individually. The training
design is more individual-oriented and aims at measuring
teache6' cognitiye skills in the pedagogic and professional
competencies-

Ethical statement: There is no conllict of inter€st. The author
followed the right academic procedures. There is no human

specimen used requiring a special declaration.
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